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 The fundamental theorem on representation-finite quivers in 6 indi-
cates a close connection between the representation type of a quiver and
the definiteness of a certain quadratic form. Later a similar connection
was discovered in other classification problems of representation theory. It
turns out that there is a strong interaction of quadratic forms and the
representation theory of finite-dimensional algebras.
Given a quasi-hereditary algebra A, instead of the complete module
Ž .category, one studies the -good module category F  consisting of
A-modules which have a filtration by standard modules. Analogously to a
Žcomplete module category, one can associate quadratic forms also called
. Ž .the Euler form and Tits form with the -good module category F  . The
aim of this paper is to study -good module categories in terms of these
forms.
First, we study -directing and -omnipresent modules in the -good
Ž .module category F  over a quasi-hereditary algebra A and show that
Ž .the existence of a -directing and -omnipresent module in F  implies
that all standard modules have projective dimension at most 2. By using
 the process of standardization introduced in 5 , the study of -directing
Ž .modules in F  can be reduced to the study of those over certain
quasi-hereditary algebras which admit a -directing and -omnipresent
module. For these quasi-hereditary algebras the quadratic forms associ-
ated with their -good module categories are well behaved. By applying
Ž . Žthis reduction, we show that F  is finite i.e., there are only finitely
Ž ..many isomorphism classes of indecomposables in F  if all indecompos-
Ž .ables in F  are -directing. Note that this statement has been proved in
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 4 in a more general situation in connection with certain vector space
category, but the proof presented here is more straightforward. Further, if
Ž .A is connected and F  has a preprojective component, then the weak
Ž . Ž .positivity of the Tits form of F  implies the finiteness of F  .
Second, we study -good module categories over hereditary algebras.
Note that hereditary algebras as a particular class of quasi-hereditary
algebras admit the following description: An algebra is hereditary if and
only if it is quasi-hereditary with respect to any ordering of the simple
Ž  .   Ž .modules see 5 . In 15 it is shown that the -good module category F 
over a hereditary algebra is finite if and only if the Tits form is weakly
positive. By using the well-developed tilting theory, we obtain easily that
the -good module category over a hereditary algebra is tame if and only
if the Tits form is weakly nonnegative. In this case, we describe completely
the dimension vectors of all indecomposable -good modules in terms of
the Tits form. Further, by applying the well-known structure of the
AuslanderReiten quiver of a tilted algebra, a description of the shape of
the AuslanderReiten quiver of the -good module category over a
hereditary algebra is given.
1. PRELIMINARIES
Throughout the paper, A denotes a finite-dimensional algebra over an
algebraically closed field k, mod A denotes the category of finite-dimen-
sional left A-modules, and the composition of maps f : M M and1 2
g : M M will be denoted by gf. For each map f : MN, we denote2 3
Ž . Ž .by Ker f and Im f the kernel and the image of f , respectively. Given a
Ž .class  of A-modules, we denote by F  the full subcategory of all
A-modules which have a -filtration, that is, a filtration
0M M   M M M1 t1 1 0
such that each factor M M is isomorphic to one object in  fori1 i
Ž .1 i t. The modules in F  are called -good modules, and the
Ž .category F  is called the -good module category.
Ž .We now recall the definition of a quasi-hereditary algebra. Let E 1 ,
Ž .. . . , E n be a complete set of non-isomorphic simple A-modules. Note
that we fix a particular ordering for labelling the simple A-modules. For
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž Ž .each i, let P i be a projective cover of E i and denote by  i or  iA
. Ž .in order to indicate for the algebra A the maximal factor module of P i
Ž .with composition factors of the form E j , j i. Let  be the full
Ž .subcategory consisting of all  i , 1 i n. We call modules in 
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Ž . Ž .standard modules. The category F   F  is called the -good mod-A
Ž .ule category. The costandard modules  i and the -good module cate-
Ž .gory F  are defined dually.
Ž Ž ..The algebra A is called quasi-hereditary if End  i 	 k, for eachA
Ž .1 i n, and A belongs to F  .A
 In case A is quasi-hereditary, Ringel 21 shows that there are indecom-
Ž .posable modules T i , 1 i n, and exact sequences
0  i  T i  X i  0Ž . Ž . Ž .
and
0 Y i  T i   i  0,Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž . Ž .where X i is filtered with factors  j , j i, and Y i is filtered with
Ž . n Ž .factors  j , j i, such that T
 T i satisfiesi1
add T F   F  .Ž . Ž .
Moreover, the module T is a generalized tilting and cotilting module and
called the characteristic tilting module of A.
For each module M over a quasi-hereditary algebra A, we denote by
Ž .dim M the usual dimension vector of M. If M belongs to F  , we denote
Ž .Ž .by dim M the vector whose ith component dim M i is the multiplicity 
Ž .of  i in a -filtration of M, called the -dimension vector of M.
Ž Ž .. n  n Ž .For each vector x x i  , we define x to be the vector Ý x ii i1
Ž .dim i .
DEFINITION 1.1. Let A be quasi-hereditary with standard modules
 Ž . 4 n Ž . i : 1 i n . The Euler form    :   of F  is defined  A
to be
l l x  1 dim Ext  i ,  j x i x j ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý Ý k
l0 i , j
Ž Ž . Ž .. n nwhere x x 1 , . . . , x n   , and the Tits form q  q :   of  A
Ž .F  is defined to be
2
l lq x  1 dim Ext  i ,  j x i x j .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý Ý k
l0 i , j
 The quadratic form  has been defined in 15 . Note: for each l 0,
lŽ Ž . Ž .. Ž .we have Ext  i ,  j  0 whenever i j. Clearly, if proj.dim  i  2
for all i, the forms  and q then coincide. 
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By  and q we denote respectively the usual Euler form and TitsA A
Ž  . Ž .form of A see 1, 17 . If M lies in F  , then
l l dim M  1 dim Ext M , M   dim M .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ý k A
l0
Ž . Ž .But, in general, we do not have the equality q dim M  q dim M . A
Ž  .Further, by the BGG-reciprocity law see 5, Lemma 2.5 we have
t t t x  x dim dim x ,Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž .where dim and dim denote n n-matrices whose ith rows are dim i
Ž .and dim i , respectively.
Ž .Note that F  defines an integral bilinear form
l l² :x , y  1 dim Ext  i ,  j x i y jŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý Ý k
l0 i , j
over n such that
t l² :dim M , dim N  1 dim Ext M , N for M , N F  .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý k 
l0
DEFINITION 1.2. Let A be a finite-dimensional algebra, C a full addi-
tive subcategory of mod A which is closed under direct summands and
extensions.
Ž . Ž .a We say C to be of finite type or simply finite if there are only
Ž .finitely many isoclasses  isomorphism classes of indecomposables in C.
Ž . Ž .b We say C to be of tame type or simply tame if for every d in ,
 there are finitely many A k x -bimodules M , . . . , M which are free of1 s
 rank d over k x such that, up to isomorphism, almost every indecompos-
  Ž .able module in C of dimension d is of the form M  k x  x  fori k x 
Ž .some 1 i s and some  k. We write  d for the minimal possibleC
s in this definition. The subcategory C is said to be domestic if there is an
Ž .N 0 such that  d N for all d.C
Ž . Ž .c We say C to be of wild type or simply wild if there is an
² : ² :A k x, y -bimodule M which is finitely free over k x, y and induces a
functor
² :F : mod K x , y C , NM Nk² x , y:
such that F preserves indecomposability and respects isoclasses. The
subcategory C is said to be strictly wild if, in addition, the functor F is full.
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Finally, for a quasi-hereditary algebra A, we denote by 	 theF Ž .
Ž . Ž  .AuslanderReiten quiver of F  see the definition in 22 . For a
Ž .non-projective A-module in F  , by 
 X 
 X we denote the left hand  A
Ž . Žterm in an almost split sequence 0 
 X E X 0 in F  note
that by 	 we denote the AuslanderReiten quiver of the completeA
module category mod A, and by 
 the usual AuslanderReiten trans-A
.late DTr .
Ž .A component  of 	 or 	 is called preprojective if  contains noA F Ž .
Ž . Ž oriented cycle and consists of 
 or 
 orbits of projectives only seeA 
 .9 . Such a component  is called complete if it consists of all indecom-
posable projectives.
2. -GOOD MODULE CATEGORIES
Ž .Throughout this section, A is a quasi-hereditary algebra and F  
Ž . Ž .F  denotes the -good module category of A. A path in F  is aA
Ž . Ž .sequence X , . . . , X of indecomposable modules X  F  , 0 i s,0 s i
Ž . Ž .such that rad X , X  0 for all 1 i s, where rad X , X denotesi1 i i1 i
the set of all non-invertible morphisms from X to X . We write X Yi1 i 
to indicate that a path from X to Y exists. If s 1 and X  X , then the0 s
Ž . Ž .path X , . . . , X is called a cycle in F  . An indecomposable module X0 s
Ž . Ž .in F  is called -directing if X does not occur in a cycle in F  .
Obviously, every module in a preprojective component of 	 is -di-F Ž .
recting.
Ž . Ž .LEMMA 2.1. Let X F  be -directing. Then End X  k andA
i Ž .Ext X, X  0 for all i 1. In particular, dim X is a root of  .A 
 Ž .This lemma follows from similar arguments in 19, 2.4 8 .
Ž . Ž .Ž .A module X F  is called -omnipresent if dim X i  0 for all
Ž .1 i n, that is, each  i appears as a factor in a -filtration of X.
Ž . Ž Ž . .LEMMA 2.2. Let X F  be -omnipresent. Then Hom P i , X  0A
Ž Ž ..and Hom X, T i  0 for all 1 i n.A
Ž Ž . .Proof. Let X be -omnipresent. It is clear that Hom P i , X  0A
Ž .for each 1 i n. Since  i appears as a factor in a -filtration of X,
Ž .there are submodules X  X  X such that X X 	  i . Then there1 2 2 1
Ž . Ž .is a monomorphism f : X X  T i . Because T i is Ext-injective in2 1
Ž . Ž .F  , f can be extended to a morphism 0 g : XX  T i . Then the1
composition of g and the canonical projection X XX is a nonzero1
Ž . Ž Ž ..morphism from X to T i , that is, Hom X, T i  0. This finishes theA
proof.
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Ž Ž . . Ž Ž ..Note that, in general, neither Hom P i , X  0 nor Hom X, T iA A
Ž .Ž . 0 implies that dim X i  0.
 Ž . Ž  .The following proposition is an analogue to 19, 2.4 7 see also 2, 9 .
 However, the proof given here uses similar arguments in 2 .
Ž .PROPOSITION 2.3. Let X be -directing and -omnipresent in F  . Then
Ž . 2Ž .proj.dim  i  2 for all 1 i n. Moreoer, there hold that Ext X, ZA
2Ž . Ž . 0 and Ext Z, X  0 for all Z F  .A
Proof. Let X be -directing and -omnipresent. First we show that an
Ž .indecomposable Y in F  satisfying Y X has projective dimension  Ž . 1. By 7, Corollary 9.4 , for each Z in F  , there is an isomorphism
Ext1 Y , Z 	D Hom Z, 
 Y I Z, 
 Y ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .A A  
Ž . Ž .where D denotes the duality Hom , k and I Z, 
 Y consists of allk 
morphisms f : Z 
 Y which factor through an Ext-injective object in
Ž . Ž .F  . Note that the Ext-injective objects in F  are exactly those in
add T , where T is the characteristic tilting module of A. Since X is
Ž .-directing and -omnipresent, one has that Hom M, 
 Y  0 for allA 
1 Ž . Ž . Ž .M add T. Thus Ext Y, 	D Hom , 
 Y is right exact in F  ,A A 
2 Ž . Ž .that is, Ext Y, Z  0 for all Z F  . Since X X, this implies thatA 
2 Ž .Ext X, Z  0.A
Consider a short exact sequence
0 K P Y 0
Ž . Ž .with P projective. The kernel K lies also in F  since F  is closed
1 Ž .under kernels of surjective maps. It then follows that Ext K , Z A
2 Ž . Ž . Ž .Ext Y, Z  0 for each Z F  ; that is, K is Ext-projective in F  ,A
 thus by 5 a projective A-module. Hence proj.dim Y 1.
For each 1 i n, there is an exact sequence
0 K i  P i   i  0.Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž .Since X is -omnipresent, each indecomposable summand K of K i
satisfies K X, thus has projective dimension  1. As a result,
Ž .proj.dim  i  2.
 Ž . Dually, for each indecomposable Y in F  with X Y , one obtains
2 Ž  . Ž . 2 Ž .that Ext Z, Y  0 for all Z F  . Thus Ext Z, X  0. This finishesA A
the proof.
 In the following we recall a construction given in 5 and reduce each
Ž .module in F  to a -omnipresent module over another quasi-heredi-A
Ž .  4tary algebra. Let X be a module in F  . We denote by i    iA 1 m
Ž .Ž .  Ž .the set of all 1 i n with dim X i  0. Obviously,  i : 1 sA s
4 Ž  .m is a standardizable set in mod A see the definition in 5 . By the proof
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 of 5, Theorem 2 and the dual arguments, for each 1 sm, there are
exact sequences
0 R s Q s   i  0Ž . Ž . Ž .A s
0  i U s  V s  0Ž . Ž . Ž .A s
Ž . Ž Ž .. Žsuch that Q s resp. U s is indecomposable and Ext-projective resp.
. Ž Ž . . Ž . Ž Ž ..Ext-injective in F  i : 1 sm and that R s resp. V s is filteredA s
Ž . Ž .by  i with t s resp. t s . Moreover, the endomorphism alge-A t
Ž Ž ..op m Ž .bra B  End Q , where Q
 Q s , is again quasi-hereditaryX A s1
Ž .with respect to the natural ordering 1  m . The functor F X
Ž .Hom Q, : mod Amod B induces an exact equivalence fromA X
Ž Ž . . Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž .F  i : 1 sm to F  such that F  i   s , 1 sA s B X A s BX X
Ž Ž . .m. Thus, for each Y F  i : 1 sm , it holds that dim YA s 
Ž . Ž . Ž .dim F Y . In particular, F X is -omnipresent in F  . Moreover,X X B X
Ž . Ž . Ž .if X is -directing in F  , then F X is -directing in F  .A X BX
Further, we have the following lemma.
Ž .LEMMA 2.4. Let X be -directing in F  . Then we hae thatA
dim Ext l  i ,  i  dim Ext l  s ,  tŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .k A A s A t k B B BX X X
Ž Ž .for 1 s, tm and l 0, 1, 2. In particular, for each Y F  i : 1 sA s
.m , it holds that
q dim Y  q dim F Y .Ž .Ž . Ž .  X A BX
Ž Ž . . Ž .Proof. Since F  i : 1 sm and F  are exact equivalent,A s BX
we have obviously that
dim Ext l Y , Z  dim Ext l F Y , F ZŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .k A k B X XX
Ž Ž . .for all Y, Z F  i : 1 sm and l 0, 1. It holds particularly thatA s
dim Ext l  i ,  i  dim Ext l  s ,  tŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .k A A s A t k B B BX X X
Ž Ž ..for 1 s, tm and l 0, 1. Further, by applying Hom ,  i to theA A t
exact sequence
0 R s Q s   i  0,Ž . Ž . Ž .A s
we obtain the exact sequence
0 Ext1 Q s ,  i  Ext1 R s ,  i  Ext2  i ,  iŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .A A t A A t A A s A t
 Ext2 Q s ,  i .Ž . Ž .Ž .A A t
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2 Ž Ž . Ž ..We claim that Ext Q s ,  i  0. If it is not the case, then this wouldA A t
imply that
Ext2 Q s , U t  0Ž . Ž .Ž .A
since we have the exact sequence
0 Ext1 Q s , V t  Ext2 Q s ,  i  Ext2 Q s , U t .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .A A A t A
Further, consider the exact sequence
f
0 K PQ s  0Ž .
Ž . Ž . Ž .with f : PQ s a projective cover of Q s and KKer f . Then
Ext1 K , U t 	 Ext2 Q s , U t  0.Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .A A
 1 Ž Hence, there is an indecomposable summand K of K such that Ext K ,A
Ž .. Ž .  Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .U t  0; thus U t  K  Q s in F  . Because Q s and U t are  A 
Ž Ž . .respective Ext-projective and Ext-injective in F  i : 1 sm , weA s
Ž .obtain in F  a cycleA
X U t  K  Q s  XŽ . Ž .      
2 Ž Ž . Ž ..This contradicts the -directness of X. Thus Ext Q s ,  i  0. ThisA A t
implies that
Ext2  i ,  i 	 Ext1 R s ,  i .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .A A s A t A A t
Ž Ž Ž ...On the other hand, by applying Hom , F  i to the exactB X tX
sequence
0 F R s  F Q s  F  i  0,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .X X X A s
we get that
Ext2 F  i , F  i 	 Ext1 F R s , F  iŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .B X A s X A t B X X A tX X
Ž Ž ..since F Q s is a projective B -module. As a result, we have thatX X
dim Ext2  i ,  i  dim Ext2  s ,  t .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .k A A s A t k B B BX X X
This finishes the proof.
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The following two lemmas have analogues in a complete module cate-
Ž  Ž . .gory see 1, Lemma 3.1; 19, 2.4 8 , respectively . Their proofs use the
reduction given above.
LEMMA 2.5. Let 	 hae a preprojectie component C and X beF Ž .A
Ž .indecomposable in C. Then the connected component D of F X in 	X F Ž .BXŽ .is again preprojectie. In particular, proj.dim  s  2 for 1 sm.BX
Proof. Since C is preprojective, each indecomposable in C is -di-
Ž .recting. We have seen that F X is -directing and -omnipresent inX
Ž .F  .BX
First we show that D consists of 
 -orbits of projectives only. If Y is a BX
Ž . Ž Ž . .predecessor of F X that is, there is a path from Y to F X in D , byX X
applying 
 to Y again and again, we get a projective. Otherwise, this BX
would imply that X has infinitely many predecessors in C or that C
contains a cycle. Let YD be arbitrary. Then there is a walk
F X  Y  Y  Y  Y .Ž .X 1 n1 n
By induction on n, we may suppose that 
 p Y is projective for some p. n1BX
Then either 
 q Y is projective for some 0 q p, or 
 p1Y is a n  nB BX X
predecessor of the projective 
 p Y . The second case implies that n1BX
p1 Ž . Ž p Ž ..
 Y is also a predecessor of F X since Hom 
 Y , F X  0. n X B  n1 XB X BX X
Thus 
 p1Y belongs to a 
 -orbit of a projective, hence so does Y  Y. n  nB BX X
A cycle in D can be translated to a cycle containing a projective. Thus
Ž .the modules in this cycle are predecessors of F X . This gives rise to aX
cycle in C , a contradiction. This finishes the proof.
Ž .LEMMA 2.6. Let X be -directing and Y indecomposable in F  satisfy-
ing dim X dim Y. Then X	 Y. 
Ž . Ž . Proof. Let X be -directing in F  . Then F X  X is -di-X
Ž .recting and -omnipresent in F  . Thus, by Proposition 2.3, we haveBX
Ž . 2 Ž  .that proj.dim  s  2 for 1 sm, and that Ext X , Z  0B BX X
2 Ž . Ž .Ext Z, X for all Z F  . Note that dim X dim Y implies thatB B  X X
   Ž .dim X  dim Y , where Y  F Y . We then haveX 
 ²  : ²  :1  dim X  dim X , dim X  dim X , dim YŽ .   B B    B X XX
 dim Hom X  , Y   dim Ext1 X  , Y  ;Ž . Ž .k B k BX X
Ž  . 2 Ž  .thus Hom X , Y  0. Similarly, using that Ext Y , X  0, we inferB BX M
Ž  . that Hom Y , X  0. By the -directness of X , we conclude thatBX
X 	 Y , that is, X	 Y. The proof is completed.
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 Ž . Ž .The following two theorems are analogous to 19, 2.4 9 , 9 ; 1, Theo-
rem 3.3 .
Ž .THEOREM 2.7. If eery indecomposable module in F  is -directing.
Ž . Ž .Then F  is finite. If , moreoer, proj.dim  i  2 for all 1 i n, then
q is weakly positie, and the correspondence
X dim X

Ž .induces a bijection between the set of isoclasses of indecomposables in F 
and the set of positie roots of q .
 Proof. The first assertion of the proposition has been proved in 4 in a
more general situation. However, we shall present here a direct proof.
Ž .We first assume that proj.dim  i  2 for all 1 i n. In this case, for
Ž .each indecomposable X F  , we have that
q dim X   dim X  1.Ž . Ž .  
n Ž .For any 0 z , there are modules X F  with dim X z. We
Ž . schoose such an X with dim End X smallest possible. Let X
 Xk A ii1
1Ž .with all X indecomposable. We claim that Ext X , X  0 for all i j.i i j
1Ž .Indeed, suppose that there are some i j such that Ext X , X  0.i j
Then there exists a non-split exact sequence
0 X  Z X  0.j i
This gives rise to a non-split exact sequence
0 X 
 X  X 
 Z X  0.
 
l j l iž / ž /
li , j li , j
Ž . Ž .It is easy to see that Y 
 X 
 Z lies in F  and dim Y z.l l i, j
 Ž . Ž . Ž .But, by 19, 2.3 Lemma 1 , we have dim End Y  dim End X .k A k A
Ž .This contradicts the fact that dim End X is smallest possible. There-k A
1Ž .fore, we have Ext X , X  0 for all i j.i j
On the other hand, since all X are -directing, we have by Lemma 2.1i
1Ž .that Ext X , X  0. We then infer thati i
q z   dim X  dim End X  dim Ext2 X , X  0;Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .  k A k A
that is, q is weakly positive. According to Lemma 2.6, it remains to show
that the map M dim M is surjective. For each positive root z of q ,
Ž .choose a module X F  with dim X z as above. Then
1 q z  dim End X  dim Ext2 X , X .Ž . Ž . Ž . k A k A
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Ž .This implies that End X  k; thus X is indecomposable. Therefore, theA
correspondence X dim X induces a bijection between the set of iso-
Ž .classes of indecomposables in F  and the set of positive roots of q .
Ž .In general, for each indecomposable X F  , we consider the mod-A
Ž . Ž . Ž .ule F X in F  . By Proposition 2.3, we have that proj.dim  s  2X B BX X
Ž .for 1 sm. Thus q is weakly positive and dim X dim F X is X BX
Ža root of q . Since there are only finitely many such choices for B up XBX
.to isomorphism and each q has only finitely many positive roots, we BX
Ž .conclude that F  is finite. This finishes the proof.A
THEOREM 2.8. Let A be a connected quasi-hereditary algebra and suppose
that 	 admits a preprojectie component C. If q is weakly positie, thenF Ž . 
Ž .F  is finite.
Proof. Since each XC is -directing, we obtain by Lemmas 2.4 and
2.1 that
q dim X  q dim F X  1;Ž .Ž . Ž .  X A BX
that is, dim X is a root of q . Since q is weakly positive, it has only  A A
finitely many positive roots. Thus, by Lemma 2.6, C is finite. According to
  Ž .22 , C must be 	 . Hence, F  is finite.F Ž .A
The following proposition gives a sufficient condition for the existence
Ž .of a preprojective component in the -good module category F  .
PROPOSITION 2.9. Let A be a quasi-hereditary algebra such that 	 has aA
complete preprojectie component. Then 	 admits also a complete prepro-F Ž .
jectie one.
Proof. Let P be the complete preprojective component of 	 . Since PA
Ž . Ž .consists of all indecomposable projectives P i , 1 i n, each P i is
directing in mod A and has only finitely many predecessors X in P.
Ž . Ž .Hence, each P i is -directing in F  and has only finitely many
Ž .predecessors in the connected component of 	 containing P i .F Ž .
Fix an 1 i  n and let P be the connected component of 	0 F Ž .
Ž . containing P i . We claim that P consists of 
 -orbits of projectives0 
only. Otherwise, there would be an indecomposable X and a projective P
in P such that the 
 s X exist for all s 0 and that there is an arrow from
X to P in P. Then P has infinitely many predecessors in P, or P is
contained in a cycle in P. This is a contradiction.
By applying 
 , a cycle in P can be translated to one containing an
indecomposable projective in P. This is impossible. Therefore, P is a
preprojective component. Since A is connected, P is complete.
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Remark 2.10. Let A be the algebra defined by the following quiver
with relations    0,   0, and   0. It is easy to check that1 1 1 2
Ž .	 has a non-complete preprojective component, but 	 does not con-A F Ž .
tain any.
3. HEREDITARY ALGEBRAS AS
QUASI-HEREDITARY ALGEBRAS
This section is devoted to the study of -good module categories over
hereditary algebras. We show that the -good module category over a
hereditary algebra is tame if and only if the Tits form is weakly nonnega-
tive. In this case, we also describe the dimension vectors of all indecom-
posable -good modules.
 In 21 Ringel shows that the characteristic tilting module T over an
arbitrary quasi-hereditary algebra A characterizes the -good module
category in the following way:
F   Xmod A : Ext i X , T  0, for all i 1 .Ž . Ž . 4A
In particular, if A is hereditary, one then has
 4F   Xmod A : X is cogenerated by T .Ž .
 Ž . opIn this case, we have that T Hom T , k is a tilting module of Ak
Ž . Ž Ž  . Ž  .. the opposite algebra of A . It defines a torsion theory F T , G T
in mod Aop given by
F T  Xmod Aop : Hom op T , X  0 4Ž . Ž .A
G T  Xmod Aop : Ext1 op T , X  0Ž . Ž . 4A
 op  4 Xmod A : X is generated by T .
Ž .Obviously, the duality DHom , k induces an anti-equivalence fromk
Ž . Ž  .F  to G T . Thus, the -good module category over a hereditary
algebra can be understood by using the well-developed tilting theory. The
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 following proposition is a consequence of the results in 8, 12 . For the
completeness, we present here a proof.
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let B be a hereditary algebra, S a tilting module oer B,
Ž Ž . Ž ..and F S , G S the torsion theory defined by S. Then
Ž . Ž . Ž .1 G S is finite each indecomposable X in G S satisfies
dim Ext1 X , X  dim End XŽ . Ž .k B k B
Ž . each indecomposable X in G S satisfies
End X  k and Ext1 X , X  0.Ž . Ž .B B
Ž . Ž . Ž .2 G S is tame each indecomposable X in G S satisfies
dim Ext1 X , X  dim End X .Ž . Ž .k B k B
Ž .In this case, G S is domestic.
Ž . Ž . Ž .3 G S is wild there exists an indecomposable X in G S satisfying
dim Ext1 X , X  dim End X .Ž . Ž .k B k B
Ž .In this case, G S is strictly wild.
Ž . Ž . Ž .Moreoer, similar statements of 1  3 hold for F S .
 Proof. By 12, Theorem 4.1 and its proof, there exists a hereditary
ˆfactor algebra B of B, a tilting module S of B without preinjective  
direct summand, and a functor  : mod Bmod B such that the restric-
ˆŽ . Ž .tion  : G S  G S is fully, faithful, exact, extension closed, andG 
Ž .cofinite. Moreover, each indecomposable X in G S , which is not isomor-
Ž .phic to an object in the image of the functor  , satisfies that End X  kG B
1 Ž .and Ext X, X  0.B
Ž . Ž . Ž .1 Let G S be finite. Take an indecomposable X in G S . We
Ž Ž . . claim that X is a brick that is, End X  k . Otherwise, by 18, Theo-B
 rem , X admits a factor module Z which is a brick and satisfies
1 Ž . Ž .Ext Z, Z  0. Since G S is closed under factor modules and exten-B
  Ž .sions, by 17 , the module Z G S provides infinitely many pairwise
Ž .nonisomorphic indecomposables in G S , a contradiction. Hence, each
Ž . Ž . 1 Žindecomposable X in G S satisfies that End X  k and Ext X,B B
.X  0.
ˆ ˆŽ . Ž . Ž .Now suppose G S is not finite. Then G S is not finite since G S is 
Ž . Žcofinite in G S . This implies that B is a tame but not representation-
.  finite or wild hereditary algebra. If B is tame, by 8, Proposition 3.2 ,
ˆŽ . Ž . Ž .G S consists of a simple homogeneous module X. Then  X  G S G
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1 Ž Ž . Ž .. Ž Ž ..satisfies dim Ext  X ,  X  1 dim End  X . If B isk B G G k B G 
ˆ  Ž . Ž .wild, by 12, Corollary 2.2 , G S is strictly wild. Thus G S is also strictly
1 Ž .wild and contains an indecomposable X satisfying that dim Ext X, Xk B
Ž . Ž . dim End X . This proves 1 .k B
ˆŽ . Ž . Ž .2 Let G S be tame. Then G S is tame and B is a tame 
ˆŽ .hereditary algebra. Hence each indecomposable X G S mod B 
1 Ž . Ž .satisfies that dim Ext X, X  dim End X , thus so does each inde-k B k B
Ž .composable in G S .
Ž .Suppose G S is not tame. Then B is a wild hereditary algebra. As seen
Ž . Ž .in the proof of 1 , there is an indecomposable X G S satisfying
1 Ž . Ž . Ž .dim Ext X, X  dim End X . This implies the first assertion of 2 .k B k B
Since one has in this case that B is a tame hereditary algebra,
ˆŽ . Ž .G S mod B is domestic, as well as G S . 
Ž . Ž . Ž .3 The first assertion follows from 1 and 2 . The strict wildness of
Ž . G S follows from the fact that B is a wild hereditary algebra and 12,
Corollary 2.2 .
Ž .COROLLARY 3.2. Let A be hereditary and F  the -good module
category. Then
Ž . Ž .1 F  is either domestic or strictly wild.
Ž . Ž .2 F  is finite q is weakly positie.
Ž . Ž .3 F  is tame q is weakly nonnegatie.
Ž . Ž  .Proof. We have seen that F  is anti-equivalent to G T . The
Ž .statement 1 then follows directly from Proposition 3.1.
Ž .2 By Proposition 3.1, it is clear that the weak positivity of q
Ž . Ž .implies the finiteness of F  . Conversely, let F  be finite. Then, by
Ž . Ž . Ž .Proposition 3.1 1 , each indecomposable Y in F  satisfies that End YA
1 Ž . n Ž . k and Ext Y, Y  0. For any 0 x , choose a module X in F A
Ž .with dim X x such that dim End X is smallest possible. Set Xk A

s X with X indecomposable. A similar argument as in the proof ofi ii1
1Ž .Theorem 2.7 shows that Ext X , X  0 for all i j. Then we havei j
q x  q dim X  dim End X  0,Ž . Ž .Ž .  k A
that is, q is weakly positive.
Ž . Ž .3 This is similar to 2 .
In the following we are going to describe the -dimension vectors of
Ž .indecomposables in F  over a hereditary algebra. From now on, we
assume that A is a hereditary algebra. Up to Morita equivalence, we write
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Ž .A kQ, the path algebra of some directed quiver Q Q , Q . Thus0 1
A-modules are representations of Q. We simply write the vertex set
 4 Ž .Q  1, 2, . . . , n and denote by  i , 1 i n, the standard modules0
with respect to the natural ordering 1 2   n.
Ž Ž . Ž ..For each A-module V V i , V  and each path     fromt 1
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .i to j in Q, by V  we denote the linear map V   V  : V i t 1
Ž .V j . For i, jQ with i j, we let  , . . . ,  be all paths from j to i0 1 si j
such that all the vertices s involved in  , . . . ,  satisfy s j or 1 s i,1 si j
and denote by  j the following mapi
si j
s i jj  V  : V j  V i ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ýi t
t1
Ž . si j Ž .where V j denotes the direct sum of s copies of V j .i j
Finally, for each 1 i n, we denote by  i the mapV
si ji j   :
 V j  V i .Ž . Ž .ÝV i j i
ji
For example, let Q be the following quiver
Ž Ž . Ž .. 5 Ž Ž .and V V i , V  a representation of Q. Then we have   V  ,4 1
Ž .. Ž .2 Ž .V  : V 5  V 4 , where  and  are respectively the paths   2 1 2 1 1 1
6 Ž . Ž . Ž .and    , and   V  : V 6  V 4 . Finally, we get1 1 2 4 2
24 5 6   ,  : V 5 
 V 6  V 4 .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .V 4 4
Ž .The following proposition gives a criterion for modules in F  .
Ž .PROPOSITION 3.3. The -good module category F  consists of exactly
Ž Ž . Ž .. ithe A-modules V V i , V  such that all  , 1 i n, are injectie.V
Ž Ž .Proof. Let A denote the full subcategory of A-modules V V i ,
Ž .. i Ž .V  with all  injective. Obviously, all  i belongs to A, and A isV
closed under extensions. This implies that each -good module lies
in A.
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Ž Ž . Ž ..Conversely, choose a module V V i , V  in A. For each 1 i n,
we denote by  , . . . ,  all paths from n to i in Q. One then easily sees1 t i
Ž . Ž . t i Ž .  Ž Ž . Ž ..that the map Ý V  : V n  V i is injective. Let V  V i , V p p
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..be the A-module such that V i  Im Ý V  
 Im V  and thatp p pp
Ž . Ž . the V  are induced by V  . By the construction, V is a submodule of
Ž . Ž . xŽn. Ž . Ž .V generated by V n and isomorphic to  n , where x n  dim V n .k
 iThe quotient V VV still satisfies that each  is injective, thus lies inV
A. Further, V can be considered as a module over the path algebra A of
the quiver Q which is obtained from Q by deleting the vertex n and
arrows connecting with n. Inductively, we may suppose that V lies in
Ž .F  , where A is considered as a quasi-hereditary algebra with respect toA
 4 Ž .the order 1 2   n 1 , and F  the -good module categoryA
of A. Since A	 AAe A, where e denotes the idempotent of A corre-n n
Ž .sponding to the vertex n, F  is identified with the full subcategory ofA
Ž . Ž . Ž .F  containing modules filtered by  1 , . . . ,  n 1 . Therefore, V liesA
Ž . Ž .again in F  . This implies that V belongs to F  . The proof isA A
completed.
Ž Ž .. n Ž Ž . Ž .. Ž .For each y y i  , each A-module V V i , V  with V ii
 k yŽ i. can be identified with a point of the variety
M y  k yŽ i.yŽ j. .Ž . ŁA
Q1
 : i j
Ž . Ž . Ž .The algebraic group G y Ł GL k acts on the variety M y suchi yŽ i. A
Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 Ž .that g  V   g t V  g s for each arrow  : s t. The G y -
orbits then correspond bijectively to the isoclasses of A-modules with
dimension vector y.
 Ž . Ž . nFurther, if y x Ý x i dim i for some x , we denote byi
Ž . Ž .M x the subset of M y formed by -good modules with dimension A
Ž .vector y, or -dimension vector x. Obviously, M x is non-empty and
Ž . Ž . Ž .G y -stable, and G y -orbits in M x correspond bijectively to the iso-
Ž .classes of modules in F  with -dimension vector x.
The following corollary is a direct consequence of Proposition 3.3.
n Ž .COROLLARY 3.4. For each x , the set M x is Zariski-open in
Ž  .M x . In particular,A
dim M x  dim M x  x i x j .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý A
Q
 : i j
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By the corollary, for each xn, we have that
q x  q x  dim G x  dim M xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . A A
 dim G x  dim M x .Ž . Ž .
Remark. The statement in Corollary 3.4 even holds for an arbitrary
quasi-hereditary algebra. Indeed, let A be a finite dimensional algebra
and, up to Morita equivalence, write A kQI, where Q is a finite quiver
and I an admissible ideal of kQ. For each yn, a representation in
Ž .M y satisfying the relations in I can be considered as an A-module.kQ
Hence, the set of A-modules with dimension vector y can be interpreted
Ž . Ž .as a closed subvariety M y of the affine variety M y . Further, if M isA kQ
an A-module, then the set
M M y  X M y : Ext1 X , M  0Ž . Ž . Ž . 4A A A
Ž .is open in M y since the functionA
f : M y , M dim Ext1 X , MŽ . Ž .M A k A
is upper semi-continuous. In particular, if A is quasi-hereditary, then, for
each xn, the set of -good modules with -dimension vector x
M x  X M x : X F Ž . Ž . Ž . 4 A
 X M x : Ext1 X ,  0Ž . Ž . 4A A
Ž  . n Ž .is open in M x , where 
  i . Thus, the -good module varietyA i1
Ž . Ž  .M x is a locally closed subset in the affine variety M x . It would be kQ
Ž . Ž  .interesting to know when we have dim M x  dim M x . A
Let G be an algebraic group acting on a variety Z. If X Z is a
 4G-stable subset, we write X X with X  a X : dim Ga s ,Ž s. Ž s.
where Ga denotes the orbit of a. The number of parameters of X is by
definition
 X  max dim X  s , 4Ž . Ž s.
s
where dim X denotes the dimension of the closure X in Z.Ž s. Ž s.
Let us return to the case where A kQ is hereditary. For each yn
and each d, set
Ž .dM y  V M y : dim End V  d . 4Ž . Ž . Ž .A A k A
  Ž .Žd . Ž . Ž .maxBy 14, Proposition 2.4 , each M y is locally closed in M y , M yA A A
Ž . the union of all orbits of maximal dimension is open and dense in
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Ž . Ž .Žd .  Ž .Žd . 4M y , and M y  V M y : V indecomposable is closed inA A ind A
Ž .Žd . Ž . Ž .Žd .M y . In particular, M y  M y is a constructible set.A A ind d A ind
 n Ž . Ž . Ž .If y x for some x , then M x  M x  M y is a ind  A ind
Ž . Ž .max Ž . Ž .maxconstructible set in M x , and M x  M x  M y is open in   A
Ž . Ž  .M x . Further, if y is a root of Q, then, by Kac’s theorem see 10, 11, 14 ,
it holds that
 M x   M x  1 q x  1 q x .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .ind ind A A 
Ž . Ž Ž . .In particular, if F  is tame,  M x  1. ind
PROPOSITION 3.5. For each 0 xn, there is a unique decomposition
x x  x such that the set1 s
M x  V M x : V V 
 
 V , dim V  x ,Ž . Ž .g en  1 s i i
V indecomposable4i
Ž .contains an open and dense set of M x .
 Proof. We use the arguments in 14, Proposition 2.7 .
For each decomposition x u  u n, the set of representa-1 t
Ž .tions V F  such that V V 
  V with dim V  u is con-1 t i i
structible, since it can be viewed as the image of the map
G x  M u   M u  M xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . 1  t 
g , V , . . . , V  g  V 
 
 V .Ž . Ž .1 t 1 t
Thus the set
M x ; u , . . . , u  V : V V 
 
 V , dim V  u , VŽ . 1 t 1 t i i i
indecomposable4
Ž . Ž .is constructible, and M x is the disjoint union of the M x; u , . . . , u  1 t
over the finite set of all distinct decomposition of x. So precisely one of
Ž . Ž .them, say M x; x , . . . , x , contains an open dense set of M x . The 1 s 
proof is completed.
 Following 14 , we call the decomposition x x  x in the propo-1 s
Ž .maxsition the -generic decomposition of x, and representations in M x gen
Ž . Ž .max n M x  M x -generic representations of type x. An 0 x gen 
is called -indecomposable if s 1.
Ž . Ž  . Ž .Since M x is open in M x , M x; u , . . . , u contains also an open A  1 t
Ž  .and dense subset of M x . Thus the -generic decomposition x xA 1
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 x of x gives rise to the generic decomposition x x xs 1 s
 Ž  .  of x in M x . Corollary 2.7 in 14 then implies the following.A
Ž .COROLLARY 3.6. Let F   V V 
 
 V be a -generic represen-1 s
Ž . 1 Ž .tation with V indecomposable. Then End V  k for all i, and Ext V , Vi A i A i j
Ž . Ž .m a x 0 for i j. In particular, if s 1, we hae End V  k, M x A 
Ž .M x , and ind
m a x
 M x   M x  1 q x .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .ind  
We recall the definition of a critical vector. Let q :n  be a
 4quadratic unit form. For each non-empty subset I i    i of1 m
 4 m n Ž .1, . . . , n , we denote by s :   the inclusion such that s y I I
m Ž . Ž Ž .. m  4Ý y j e , where y y j   and e , e , . . . , e denotes thej1 i j 1 2 nj
canonical basis of n. Then q I qs :m  is called the restriction of qI
 4  4 Ž i. Ito I. if I 1, 2, . . . , n  i , we set q  q .
The unit form q is called critical if all the restrictions qŽ i., 1 i n, are
Ž weakly positive but q itself is not. By a result of Ovsienko see 19, 1.0,
. nTheorem 2 , if q is critical and n 3, there is a unique vector 0  
Ž .  n Ž . 4i.e., all its coordinates are positive such that x : q x  0  .
Such a vector  is called a critical vector. In case n 2, we call the vector
Ž . 1, 1 critical.
n In general, let q :   be an arbitrary unit form and I i   1
4  4 Ii a non-empty subset of 1, . . . , n . If q is critical with the critical vectorm
Ž . n , then we call s    a critical vector of q.I
Ž .THEOREM 3.7. Let A be hereditary, F  be tame, and  , . . . ,  be all1 t
critical ectors of q . Then each  is -indecomposable. Further, for each i
xn, if y x is a real root of Q, then, up to isomorphism, there is a
Ž . unique indecomposable in F  with -dimension ector x; if y x is an
imaginary root of Q, then xm for some m 1 and some 1 i t, andi
in this case, there are infinitely many pairwise non-isomorphic indecompos-
Ž .ables in F  with -dimension ector x.
Proof. The statement that each critical vector of q is -indecomposa-
ble follows directly from Corollary 3.6 and the definition of a critical
vector.
Let xn. If y x is a real root of Q, then, by Kac’s Theorem,
Ž . Ž .M y contains only one orbit which is open in M y . This implies thatA ind A
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .M x  M x  M y is nonempty, thus M x  M y con- ind  A ind  ind A ind
tains only one orbit; that is, up to isomorphism, there is a unique
Ž . indecomposable in F  with -dimension vector x. If y x is an
Ž . imaginary root of Q, then q x  0 since q is weakly nonnegative. By 3, 
Proposition 2.4 , there are nonnegative rational numbers a , . . . , a such1 t
that xÝt a  . By multiplying by a positive integer b, we obtaini1 i i
bxÝt b  with all b  ba nonnegative integers. Since y x is ani1 i i i i
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imaginary root of Q, there is an element w in the Weyl group W of Q
Ž . such that w y 	 y lies in the fundamental set F of Q. Further, it holdsQ
Ž . Ž . Ž .   that q y  q y  q x  0. By 14, 3.1, Lemma 1 , the support of yA A 
is a tame subquiver of Q. On the other hand, we have
by bw y  bw x  b w    b w   .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 1 t t
Since each  is -indecomposable,   is an imaginary root of Q. Thisi i
Ž  .implies that each w  is positive and also an imaginary root of Q. Thusi
there is only one 1 i t such that b  0. Hence xm for somei i
Ž Ž . . Ž .m 1. By Corollary 3.6, it holds that  M   1 q   1. Thus i ind  i
there are infinitely many pairwise nonisomorphic -generic representa-
Ž . Ž .tions in M  . Again by Corollary 3.6, each X M  satisfies that i ind  i ind
Ž . 1 Ž .  End X  k Ext X, X . Then, by 17 , such an X provides a familyA A
  4of indecomposable modules X j such thatj1
     X X 1  X 2    X m  
    and such that X j 1 X j 	 X for all j 1. Moreover, if X, X 
Ž .    M  are not isomorphic, then X j and X j are not isomorphic for i ind
  Ž .all j 1. Therefore, the modules X m with X M  provide in- i ind
finitely many pairwise nonisomorphic indecomposables with -dimension
vector m  x. This completes the proof.i
The following theorem gives a complete description of the shape of each
 connected component of 	 . The notation used is referred to in 9, 19 .F Ž .
THEOREM 3.8. Let A be a connected hereditary algebra with standard
 Ž . 4modules  i : 1 i n . Then
Ž .a 	 admits a complete preprojectie component and a preinjectieF Ž .
component.
Ž .b Each connected component of 	 which is neither preprojectieF Ž .
nor preinjectie is quasi-serial or obtained from a quasi-serial translation
quier by coray insertions.
Proof. Let T be the characteristic tilting module of A. Then TDT
Ž . Ž Ž  . Ž  ..Hom T , k defines also a torsion theory Y T , X T in mod B,k
Ž Ž  ..op opopwhere B End T is the tilted algebra of A ,A
Y T  Y : Tor B T , Y  0 ,Ž . Ž . 4B 1 B
and
   4X T  Y : T  Y 0 .Ž . B B
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Ž  Ž .. Ž . Ž  .Then Hom T , D  defines an anti-equivalence from F  to Y T .A
The theorem then follows from the description of components of 	 lyingB
Ž  . Ž  .in Y T see 8, 13, 16, 20, 23 .
EXAMPLE. Let A , m 0, be the path algebra of the following quiverm
Ž .It is easy to see that the Tits form of F A m
2m1 m m
2q x  x i  x 1 x 2 j 1  2 x 2 j x 2 j 1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ý Ý
i1 j1 j1
m m
22 x 1  x 2 j  x 2 j 1  x 1 x 2 j 1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý Ý
j1 j1
Ž .is weakly nonnegative. Thus, by Corollary 3.2, F  is tame. In theA m
Ž .AuslanderReiten quiver of F  , there are m 1-parameter families ofA m
Ž .homogeneous tubes. More precisely, F  admits one complete prepro-A m
jective component and m preinjective components. All other components
are homogeneous stable tubes.
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